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ABSTRACT
This thesis addresses the problem of recommending a viewpoint for aesthetic pho-
tography. Viewpoint recommendation is suggesting the best camera pose to capture
a visually pleasing photograph of the subject of interest by using any end-user de-
vice such as drone, mobile robot or smartphone. Solving this problem enables to
capture visually pleasing photographs autonomously in areal photography, wildlife
photography, landscape photography or in personal photography.
The viewpoint recommendation problem can be divided into two stages: (a) gen-
erating a set of dense novel views based on the basis views captured about the subject.
The dense novel views are useful to better understand the scene and to know how the
subject looks from different viewpoints and (b) each novel is scored based on how aes-
thetically good it is. The viewpoint with the greatest aesthetic score is recommended
for capturing a visually pleasing photograph.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
People like to take good photographs to capture moments in their life. To capture
a visually pleasing photograph a better viewpoint is also required along with a good
camera and good composition. Consider the images in Figure 1.1, both images are
captured with the same camera and the same composition but with a different view-
point. They are both good photos. The first one shown in Figure 1.1a seems to focus
on the sunset, and the lavender is just there. The second shot shown in Figure 1.1b
highlights the lavender rows. By capturing photographs from a better viewpoint we
can produce more compelling photographs of a scene but for a typical camera user,
it is difficult to know a better viewpoint. In this thesis, a framework is proposed to
recommend a viewpoint for any end-user device (drone, ground robot or smartphone)
that could be navigated to capture a visually pleasing photograph.
A closely related problem, robotic photography which deals with capturing well-
composed photographs using mobile robots [1], [2], [3] and [4] use face detection to
identify the human subjects. Once the subject is identified the input or basis view is
collected and a set of views (candidate views) near the basis view are generated. The
aesthetic score of the candidate views are evaluated using a subset of following well
known image composition rules [5].
• Rule of Thirds: If you place the points of interest at the intersection or along
the lines which divides the image into nine equal parts, the photo becomes more
balanced [6].
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(a) Bad Viewpoint
(b) Good Viewpoint
Figure 1.1: Bad Viewpoint and Good Viewpoint
• Golden Spiral: Once we start splitting the image into rectangles by the golden
ratio(approximately 1.618 to 1) forever we get the rectangles as shown in Figure
1.2. The subject should be placed on the smallest rectangle for better compo-
sition [7].
• Visual Balance: Framing the visually salient features such that objects and
colors have equal visual weight creates a more balancing image [7].
• No-Middle: When the subject is placed right or left of the frame more balancing
images can be created using background and other objects in the scene [7].
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Figure 1.2: Golden Spiral
• Empty Space: Should not be more than two-thirds of empty space on the image
[7].
• No Edges: Subject should not be at the edges of the frame [7].
The robot navigates to the candidate view with the greatest aesthetic score and
captures the image. In these methods, aesthetics are evaluated for the candidate views
which are generated based on a single basis view. As a single basis view is collected
it does not have much visual information about the scene, so the candidate views
generated based on this view are restricted to smaller viewing space. The systems
are restricted to choose the best view from the smaller viewing space, therefore the
systems are easily trapped in local maxima. In our approach, multiple basis views
are collected around the subject and dense candidate views are generated on larger
viewing space (1800 around the subject) which helps to reach global maxima.
The content of an image is an important factor in deciding which attribute is
more relevant for that image. For example, the Rule of Thirds and Golden Spiral are
highly relevant in landscape images rather than closeup portraits. Neural networks
are better at learning from patterns in data, so these can be used in assigning weights
to attributes based on the image content (pattern). Instead of using the handcrafted
image composition rules for aesthetic score evaluation, a Deep Neural Network based
approach [8] is used which assigns weights to attributes based on the image content.
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In summary, a modular framework is presented for viewpoint recommendation
using the integration of well-studied modules: view synthesis [9] and Convolutional
Neural Network(CNN) based aesthetic score evaluator [8]. The view synthesis module
takes 30-40 basis views around the subject and generates multi-plane images(MPIs)
[10], which are used to render dense novel views around the subject. The rendered
novel views’ aesthetic scores are calculated using the score evaluator. The 6DoF pose
of rendered view with the greatest score is recommended for capturing the photograph
by the end-user device.
The organization of the thesis is as follows.
• Chapter2 discusses related topics
• Chapter3 presents problem description
• Chapter4 describes the methodology
• Chapter5 describes the experiments conducted and results
• Chapter6 conclusions and future work
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
The entire framework is divided into two stages, view synthesis and aesthetics eval-
uation. Existing MPI based CNNs are used for view synthesis [11] and we describe
an algorithm to render dense novel views on a grid surface around the subject. In
the second stage, an attribute based deep neural network [8] is used for aesthetics
evaluation.
2.1 View Synthesis
View synthesis is the process of rendering novel views from different camera view-
points by processing a set of basis views. Seitz et al [9] proposed a view synthesis
method that uses three steps (1) 3D reconstruction from the basis views, (2) apply
3D scene, camera and illumination transformations, and (3) rendering novel views.
However, this approach generates novel views only on the straight line connecting
basis views. Other classical image transformation approaches [12], [13] also uses 3D
reconstruction of the scene to generate novel views. While all these image-based
methods yield high-quality novel views, they lack a systematic procedure to collect
basis views and also limited to a smaller extrapolation of novel views.
The more recent learning-based approaches use the powerful deep learning frame-
work to solve view synthesis. DeepSterio [14] and Light Field Synthesis [15] proposed
CNNs to render novel views. However, these approaches predict each novel view
separately by using only the basis views which results in geometrical inconsistencies
in novel views. Stereo magnification [10] uses multiplane images(MPIs) as shown
in Figure 2.1 to render novel views. MPIs are multi level planar representation of
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fixed depth scene, the scene divided into fixed number of planes (32 or 64 or 128)
each plane represent as RGBA image for example (C1, α1)...(CD, αD), where Cd is
the RGB image at depth d, αd is the alpha/transparency at depth d and D is the
maximum number of planes. To render the novel views they use planar transforma-
tion that inverse wraps each MPI RGBA layered representation to target view point.
While this method generates high-quality, geometrically consistent rendered views, it
is restricted to extrapolate the novel views in smaller base-line view from stereo pair
and restricted to 1D camera path.
Figure 2.1: Multi Plane Image [10]
Local Light Field Fusion [11] is a 3D CNN improved up on MPI based [10] view
synthesis for a larger base-line view from multiple basis views. This method supports
dynamic adjustment of depth planes based on input view sampling rate which reduces
the number of basis views required for high-quality rendering. The proposed approach
in this method, to collect the basis views on a grid-like surface helps to avoid the
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trial and error approach in collecting the basis views. The ability to generate novel
views on 2D camera paths enables us to generate dense novel views on a 2D grid or
semi-cylindrical surface around the subject for better scene understanding. In this
work, this method is adopted and custom camera trajectory algorithms are used for
rendering dense novel views around the subject.
2.2 Aesthetics Evaluation
Image aesthetic evaluation is a subjective activity, human judgment can be af-
fected by personal taste. However, there are some widely accepted computational
aesthetics [3] such as Rule of Thirds and Golden Ratio. The computational aesthet-
ics of an input image can be improved by changing the relative position of salient
features using mathematical operators like crop-and-retarget.
The subjective aesthetics such as interesting content in an image lack clear defi-
nition, so it is difficult to implement them computationally. A considerable amount
of research has been done on the evaluation of subjective aesthetics. Aesthetic Visual
Analysis (AVA) [16] released a dataset with synthetic and natural images and eval-
uated the aesthetics based on attributes interesting content, object emphasis, good
lighting, color harmony, vivid color, shallow depth of field, motion blur, rule of thirds,
balancing element, repetition, and symmetry. However, AVA attributes are binary,
which means it can only tell whether a particular attribute is present or not in an
image. Photo Aesthetics Ranking Network with Attributes and Content Adapta-
tion(AADB) [8] evaluates AVA attributes on a scale of -1 to 1, which helps to under-
stand which attribute is affecting the aesthetics of an image. In this work, AADB
CNN is used to evaluate the aesthetic score of a viewpoint.
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Chapter 3
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The basis views (30-40) are collected about the subject in a grid-like surface and a
set of dense novel views are generated around the subject using the basis views. For
each basis view, an MPI is generated. The images for each novel view are rendered by
wrapping four nearest MPIs of the target novel view. The rendered novel views are
evaluated for aesthetics and the viewpoint with the greatest score is recommended
for capturing the image. The aforementioned solution developed with the following
assumptions.
1. There should be significant visual overlap in the basis views, i.e every object of
the scene should be visible in at least 3 basis views. The basis views should be
captured from different viewpoints.
2. The basis views should include the views on the boundaries of the scene for an
accurate representation of the scene from different viewpoints.
3. Basis views should be captured in similar lighting conditions.
4. The maximum disparity between basis views should not exceed 64 pixels.
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Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY
The entire framework consists of two stages, View Synthesis and Aesthetics Evaluator
as shown in Figure 4.1. The collected basis views are given as input to 3D Pose
Extractor and MPI Generator. The 3D Pose Extractor extracts the camera pose and
the MPI Generator generates MPI for each basis views. The extracted camera poses
are used by the Generate Novel View module to generate dense novel views on the
grid-like surface. Render Novel Views module uses the MPIs and dense novel views
to render images. The rendered images aesthetic scores are evaluated by Aesthetic
Evaluator and the pose of the viewpoint with the greatest aesthetic score is returned.
Figure 4.1: Complete Framework
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4.1 VIEW SYNTHESIS
4.1.1 Collecting Basis Views
Collecting basis views is one of the crucial steps for 3D pose extraction, there
should be significant overlap between two basis views at the same time they should
not represent the same view. Mildenhall et al. [11] proposed a systematic procedure
to collect the basis views on a grid-like pattern which satisfies both the conditions
for 3D pose extraction. By collecting 30-40 basis views around the subject on a grid
pattern as shown in Figure 4.2, the novel views are generated as shown in Figure
Figure 4.2: Basis Views
4.3 for the given scene Figure 5.3. The number of basis views required is calculated
using the Equation 4.1 [11], where W is the target render image width, N is the
number of basis views required, zmin closest scene depth and S is the side length of
10
Figure 4.3: Novel Views
the view-space user wishes to render. For a closest scene depth of 2 meters, target
render image width of 480 pixels and the view-space width of 2 meters the number
of basis views required is ≤ 36
W/
√
N ≤ 80zmin/S (4.1)
4.1.2 3D Pose Extraction
The COLMAP [17] library is used to extract the 6DoF camera pose in the world
for each basis view. COLMAP is an image-based 3D reconstruction library which
recovers the sparse reconstruction of the scene and the camera poses of the input
images using Structure-from-Motion(SfM) [18]. The input is a set of overlapping
images of the same scene from different viewpoints. The output is a 3D reconstruction
of the scene and the reconstructed intrinsic, extrinsic camera parameters of all the
11
Figure 4.4: Scene
images. The following are the steps involved in extracting the pose.
• The input images are collected as described in the Section 4.1.1
• The camera intrinsics are extracted from the image Exchangeable Image File
Format(EXIF) information. If an image has partial EXIF information COLMAP
automatically finds the missing camera parameters using simple radial distor-
tion model (simplified versions the OPENCV [19] model only modeling radial
distortion effects with one parameter). The parameters are refined during the
sparse reconstruction.
• The SIFT [20] features are detected and extracted from the input images.
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• Exhaustive matching is done to find the correspondences between the feature
points in different images.
• The camera poses are extracted while doing the sparse reconstruction by trian-
gulating the feature points.
On an NVIDIA Tesla V100, it takes about 4-6 minutes to process the basis views and
extract the poses
4.1.3 MPIs Generation
Using the collected basis views as input to the pre-trained CNNs [11], the MPIs
are generated for each basis views. To generate MPI for a reference view, 4 nearest
neighbors along with the reference view are re-projected on to D (32, 64 or 128) planes
to form 5 volumes of each HxWxDx3. The CNN takes these volumes as the input and
generates a set of 5 color selections weights and opacity α for each MPI coordinate (x,
y, α). The weights are used to calculate each MPI coordinate RGB color value as a
weighted combination of 5 input image coordinates color value. Figure 4.5 shows the
generated MPIs (an RGBα image at depth d) at different depth of the scene Figure
5.3. On an NVIDIA Tesla V100, in total it takes 5-7 minutes to generate MPIs for a
30-40 basis view with 360x480 and 32 planes resolution.
4.1.4 Novel Views Generation
The best viewpoint to take a visually pleasing photograph of the scene can only
be decided if we know how the scene looks form different viewpoints. The novel views
as shown in Figure 4.3 for the scene shown in Figure 5.3 were generated using below
algorithm.
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(a) MPI at depth 4 (b) MPI at depth 35 (c) MPI at depth 37
(d) MPI at depth 38 (e) MPI at depth 39 (f) MPI at depth 40
(g) MPI at depth 45 (h) MPI at depth 46 (i) MPI at depth 50
Figure 4.5: MPIs at Different Depths
• Get the average of all the basis views camera poses i.e C2W (camera to world
transformation) which is nothing but camera center in world coordinate system.
• Generate the novel views on 2D space, x-axis being horizontal movement and
the y-axis being the vertical movement around the camera center (0, 0, 0) in
the camera coordinate system.
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• Transform the generated novel views in the above step to the world coordinate
system by applying the camera to world transformation (C2W).
• Collect all the poses from the above step to render images for the novel views.
4.1.5 Render Novel Views
To render a target novel view at pose pt using the MPIs generated in Section 4.1.3,
each RGBα plane is wrapped onto the target pose frame and the alpha composition is
done from back to front. The planar transformation that maps the basis MPI RGBα
onto the target viewpoint described by the equation 4.2 [10], where ut and vt are target
image points us and vs are source basis view image points, the 3D transformation
matrix from source to target is define by Rotation matrix R, translation t, the camera
intrinsics are given by ks and kt and n denote the MPI plane normal. A single MPI
alone will not contain all the visual information required for rendering the target view
due to occlusion and field of view issues. The final RGB image at the target viewpoint
is generated by blending multiple MPIs as shown in Figure 4.6
Figure 4.6: Render Novel Views [11]
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4.2 AESTHETICS EVALUATION
The rendered novel views in Section 4.1.5 are evaluated using the image aesthetic
evaluator CNN [8]. The scores are evaluated for following aesthetic attributes [11].
• Content: How well the content is describing the emotion (or story) of the subject
(or the scene).
• Object Emphasis: How well the image emphasizes foreground objects.
• Lighting: Whether the image has good/interesting lighting.
• Color Harmony: How well the colors that go together are used to create a
pleasing image.
• Vivid Color: Whether the photo has vivid color, not necessarily harmonious
color.
• Depth of Field: Depth of field is the distance between the closest and farthest
objects in an image, both of which are in focus. Images with shallow depth of
field provide more emphasis on the subject.
• Motion Blur: In photography, motion blur is the purposeful streaking or blur-
ring of an object in motion for visual effect. The weight of this attribute is
decided by the content of the image if the content is static this will have a
negative effect else it will have a positive effect on the score.
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• Rule of Third: If you place the points of interest at the intersection or along the
lines which divides the images into nine equal parts, the photo becomes more
balanced.
• Balancing Element: Framing the visually salient features such that objects and
colors have equal visual weight creates a more balancing image.
• Repetition: When you repeat a certain size, shape or color you add strength
and additional meaning to the overall image.
• Symmetry: Symmetry refers to a line that splits an object in half and, if both
sides of the object are an exact mirror image of each other, then this object is
said to be symmetrical. Symmetry lets you automatically create harmony and
proportion in a photograph.
Each attribute is scored on the scale of -1 to 1, the negative score being the attribute
has a negative effect, zero being no effect and the positive score being a positive effect
on the image aesthetics. The embedded content-aware network assigns a weight
to each attribute based on the content of the image. A final score is predicted as
the weighted sum of attributes. The novel view with the greatest final prediction
score selected as the best view and the corresponding 6DoF pose is recommended for
capturing a visually pleasing photograph. Figure 4.7 shows heat-map based on the
score for each view.
17
Figure 4.7: Heatmap
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Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments are designed to cover typical user case scenarios: Natural scenes
(nature and landscape) as shown in Figure 5.1 and Non-Natural (man-made struc-
ture) scenes as shown in Figure 5.2. Using our pipeline, we collected basis views for
each scene and generated novel views. Each novel view is scored based on its aes-
thetics using the aesthetic evaluator and we assign the predicted rating to the images
based on the score given by the aesthetic evaluator on the scale of 1-10. To validate
our predicted ratings we conducted a user survey with 31 users and also to know the
degree of agreement between the user ratings and our predicted ratings we calculated
the correlation coefficient as described in section 5.2. We developed an Android ap-
plication to capture the recommended viewpoint by manually positioning the camera
as described in section 5.3.
5.2 Performance Evaluation
As we are assessing the relationship between different rankings (predicted ratings
by our pipeline and ratings given by the users in the survey) for the same input
(images), the rank correlation measurement, Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
(ρ) [21] is useful. It is a non-parametric correlation measurement which measures the
strength and direction of the association between two rankings. The Spearman Rank
Correlation Coefficient is described by equation 5.1, where
ρ = 1− 6
∑
d2i
n2(n− 1) (5.1)
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(a) ’A’ Mountain (b) Tempe Town Lake 1
(c) Cycle Track
Figure 5.1: Natural Scenes
• di = ri - rˆi, ri is the average rating given by the users to image i and rˆi is the
predicted rating by our pipeline to image i.
• n is the number of users participated in the survey.
The Spearman correlation coefficient, (ρ) , can take values from +1 to -1. A ρ
of +1 indicates a perfect association of ranks, a ρ of zero indicates no association
between ranks and a ρ of -1 indicates a perfect negative association of ranks. The
closer ρ is to zero, the weaker the association between the ranks.
5.3 User Survey Design
The user survey is conducted on the natural scene shown in Figure 5.1b and the
non-natural scenes shown in Figure 5.2c and Figure 5.2d. Users are provided with
a total of 30 photographs with 10 photographs (rendered novel views) of each scene
and asked to rate each photograph based on how much they like it on the scale of
20
(a) Gammage (b) Horses
(c) Old Main (d) Fountain
(e) Tempe Town Lake 2
Figure 5.2: Non-Natural Scenes
0-10. All the rendered novel views of each scene are sorted in descending order of
scores and 10 images are selected for user survey as below
• 3 images randomly selected from the top 10 scored images
• 3 images randomly selected from bottom 10 scored images
• 4 images randomly selected from the remaining images
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5.4 User Survey Results
Table 5.1 shows the images used in the user survey with their predicted rating
and average user rating. In total 31 users participated in the survey.
Table 5.1: The table provides the user survey results participated by 31 users
Image Predicted Rating User Rating
8 7.2
4 4.58
1 2.83
10 6.61
6 3.09
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Image Predicted Rating User Rating (Average)
8 6.51
5 3.35
1 1.96
2 2.04
4 2.87
3 5.06
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Image Predicted Rating User Rating (Average)
10 4.32
1 2.25
2 4.0
4 3.09
5 6.06
6 6.96
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Image Predicted Rating User Rating (Average)
8 4.61
9 3.32
7 6.74
9 7.41
1 6.70
2 6.90
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Image Predicted Rating User Rating (Average)
4 6.45
3 3.46
5 5.58
6 3.51
7 4.93
8 5.83
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Image Predicted Rating User Rating (Average)
10 6.41
The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient (ρ) for the data presented in Table 5.1 is
0.732, this suggests that there is a strong correlation between the predicted aesthetics
and the user evaluated aesthetics for a given viewpoint. Figure 5.3 shows the agree-
ment trend between the predicted rating and the user rating (average). However,
from the graph, there is a disagreement between the predicted rating and user rating
for the images (Image-19 and Image-22) shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Predicted Rating and User Rating Correlation
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• The image shown in Table 5.2 has been given the predicted rating of 1 but the
user rating is 6.98. Even though the image is visually compelling the aesthetic
evaluator assigned less score because the foreground and background objects are
given equal visual weight, due to this image is penalized with a heavy negative
score for the attribute Object Emphasis.
Image Attribute Scores
Table 5.2: Image Attribute Scores for Prediction Failure - 1
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• The image shown in Table 5.3 has been given the predicted rating of 9 but
the user rating is 3. The aesthetic evaluator considered the black shadow part
of the image as interesting content and assigned a heavy positive score for the
attribute Content
Image Attribute Scores
Table 5.3: Image Attribute Scores for Prediction Failure - 2
To verify the recommended viewpoint, we developed an Android application to
position the smartphone camera manually in the recommended viewpoint and capture
the image. By following the on-screen feedback to move in left, right, upwards, down-
wards, forward and backward directions, we positioned the camera and captured the
image. Figure 5.4a shows the recommended viewpoint by our framework, and Figure
5.4b shows the captured image by manually positioning the smartphone camera in the
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(a) Recommended Viewpoint (b) Captured Viewpoint
Figure 5.4: Captured Viewpoint with Smartphone Camera
recommended viewpoint. As we can see in Figures 5.4b and 5.4a the misalignment
between the recommended view and captured images is due to the manual positioning
of the camera. However, we believe that autonomous systems such as drones could
capture the exact recommended viewpoint by positioning itself accurately.
5.5 Results Without View Synthesis
The view synthesis stage in our framework takes about 10-15 minutes to render
novel views using the basis views and the aesthetic evaluator stage works in real-
time. To evaluate the trade-off between the quality of viewpoint and processing time
we generated aesthetic scores for basis views (without view synthesis) and the novel
views(with view synthesis). Figure 5.5 shows the highest scored basis view and novel
view. The predicted scores for the basis view and novel view shown in Figure 5.5 are
given in Table 5.4.
Form Table 5.4, the novel got a better final predicted score than the basis view.
All the attribute scores are comparable between these two views except the Rule of
Thirds attribute which is more relevant for landscape photography. The novel view
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(a) Highest Scored Basis View (b) Highest Scored Novel View
Figure 5.5: Basis View and Novel View Comparison
Basis View Score Novel View Score
Table 5.4: Basis View and Novel View Scores
got the better score for Rule of Thirds because the buildings are placed at the top
one-third of the height of the image which makes the image more compelling. The
view synthesis generates very dense novel views around the subject which are very
difficult to collect manually. The novel views help to better understand the scene
and decide the best viewpoint. We believe that future hardware helps to overcome
the timing constraint in generating novel and the viewpoint recommendation can be
done in real-time.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
In this work, we presented an end to end framework to recommend a viewpoint for
capturing visually pleasing photographs. Our framework first collects the basis views
around the subject of interest and generate camera poses for each basis view. The
basis views are used to generate novel views and MPIs, then render novel views using
the MPIs. The aesthetic score for each novel views is calculated, the viewpoint with
the greatest score is recommended for capturing the photograph. The user survey
suggests that 73% of the users agree with the recommended viewpoint for capturing
photographs with high aesthetics.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
The major steps in viewpoint recommendation are extracting camera poses for
basis views and generating and MPIs. The camera pose extraction takes about 4-6
minutes and the MPIs generation takes about 5-7 minutes, in total to recommend a
viewpoint by processing the complete pipeline it takes 10-15 minutes on an NVIDIA
V100 GPU for 30-40 basis views with 32 multi-plane images. Currently, this timing
constraint is the major limiting factor for deploying this framework in applications
like autonomous photography. However, this could be overcome in future hardware
or alternative networks. These observations suggest future work in developing an
end to end neural network that can take basis views as inputs and recommends the
viewpoints in real-time.
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